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1.An application consisting of two VMs must be keep on two separate hosts.
Which VMware feature would enable this?
A. Fault Tolerance
B. High Availability
C. Storage vMotion
D. Distributed Resource Scheduler
Answer: B
2.An environment has two VxRail clusters with separate vCenters. Logging in to either vCenter, there is
only one cluster visible.
What deployment method was used in this scenario?
A. each uses an internal vCenter with Enhanced Link Mode
B. each uses an internal vCenter without Enhanced Link Mode
C. both share a single vSphere standard switch object
D. both share a single vSphere distributed switch object
Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference:
https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/en-us/products/converged-infrastructure/technical-support/vxrailvcenter-server-planning-guide.pdf
3.There is a request to add two new disks to an existing VM residing on a VxRail vSAN that you manage
One disk is 250 GB and the other is 500 GB. The VM is using the vSAN default storage policy.
How many vSAN objects will be created?
A. 2
B. 3
C. 6
D. 9
Answer: D
4.A VxRail administrator wants to monitor vSAN Backend IOPS, Throughput, and Latency in the vSphere
Web Client.
What must be turned on to monitor these metrics?
A. vSAN Performance Service
B. vSAN Health Service
C. vSphere Distributed Resource Scheduler
D. vSAN Disk Management
Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference:
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/6.5/com.vmware.vsphere.virtualsan.doc/GUID-93E95CA4
-D7D1-4729-8FB4-385B55B85FCD.html
5.As a VxRail administrator, you must determine how long the rebuild will take after experiencing a
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hardware failure in the cluster. Where could you locate this information in the vSphere Web Client?
A. Monitor > vSAN > Physical Disks
B. Monitor > vSAN > Resyncing Components
C. Monitor > vSAN > Health
D. Monitor > vSAN > Virtual Objects
Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference:
https://www.slideshare.net/VMworld/conducting-a-successful-virtual-san-proof-of-concept-63791460
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